I hereby agree to receive commercial and marketing information from Rail Bridge Cargo sent to the
indicated e-mail address.
I hereby agree to receive phone calls and commercial and marketing information from Rail Bridge
Cargo to the indicated phone number.
I am aware that my consent may be withdrawn at any time, resulting in the removal of my e-mail
address and/or phone number from the data base maintained by Rail Bridge Cargo. The withdrawal of
the consent does not affect the compliance of data processing before the withdrawal.

We would like to inform that your personal data are controlled by Rail Bridge Cargo B.V., with its
registered office in Zevenaar, (6902 KE) Zepto 28.
Providing your personal data is voluntary, but necessary to reply to inquiries, present the offer and/or
send commercial and marketing information. The data will be processed subject to your consent (Art. 6
Item 1 Sub-item a of GDPR) in order to commence activities aiming to conclude an agreement (Art. 6
Item 1 Sub-item b of GDPR) or subject to a legally justified interest of the controller, which consists in
replying to the inquiry and, if necessary, to determine, pursuit or secure claims of each of the parties
(Art. 6 Item 1 Sub-item f of GDPR). If the data are processed subject to a consent, you have the right to
withdraw your consent at any time, with no impact on the right to processing the data that had been
done before the consent is withdrawn. You have the right to demand access to your personal data, to
correct them, to remove them or to have their processing limited, to file an objection to their processing
and to transfer the data.
Your personal data will be processed until the completion of the purpose for which they were collected
(completion of negotiations and/or in time guaranteeing the pursuit or defence of claims) or, if you have
consented to marketing activities, until such consent is withdrawn. This can be done at any time, by
contacting us using the contact data presented.
The data will be accessible to authorised employees. We will not sell or rent your information to any
third party. The data collected on this site is for the explicit use of Railbridgecargo and affiliated
persons and companies. However, we will disclose personal information when required or permitted
by law or for purposes relevant to corporate policies. No automated decisions will be made on the
basis of your personal data and they will not be profiled.
You have the right to file a complaint to info@railbridgecargo.nl

